


Is a fast developing Russian biotechnology company which 
has designed innovative peptide technologies for long and 
healthy life.

Over 50 products : food supplements and cosmesueticals  
are defended by 30 Russian and International patents

Mission: 
“We work to add life to years and 
to make active and healthy longevity 
available to everyone “. 



Strong science developed over 35 years underlies high 
value products targeting major indications with large 
markets.

By today the  products were used by over 15 million 
people and contributed to improvement of brain, im-
mune, cardio-vascular, respiratory, gastro-intestinal func-
tions, enhancing human vital resource and improving life 
quality,  reducing morbidity  and increasing longevity.
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• SAFE!!!

• They play evolutionary biological  role in the organism

•	 These	small	proteins	are	tissue-specific.

 They easily target and prevent or/and arrest the problem

• They act as information molecules to trigger the process 

 of self-restoration and rejuvenation

• They work as geroprotectors

• They enhance organism vital resource

• They help to resist adverse environmental factors

• They combat genetic problems

• They are complementary with genes

WHY PEPTIDES? Peptides decrease human 
morbidity rate



Peptide regulation of protein synthesis (cell functions)

Peptide and DNA DNA

Peptide Pdx1 Diferentiation

Proliferation

Apoptosis

Ki67

p53

mRNA Proteins

Cell 
recource

Peptide activates selective gene transcription during its binding with DNA. This can lead to mRNA formation and the synthesis of apoptotic, 
proliferative and differentiation proteins. This increases cell resource and slows down cellular senescence.
Khavinson V. et al. Biology Bulletin Reviews (2013)



CYTOGENS
are natural biologically active food supplements on the basis of small peptides which 
normalize and maintain functions of various systems of human organism

  CRYSTAGEN®
  immune system 

  CHONLUTEN®
   lungs and bronchi

  OVAGEN®  
  liver and gastrointestinal tract 

  PINEALON®
  central nervous system 

  CARTALAX® 
  bones and cartilage

  VESUGEN® 
  cardiovascular system

A key role in the initiation of the biological activity of peptide is its interaction with DNA 
which provides genetic stability and a normalization of the age-related metabolic shifts. 

a new class of biologically active food supplements on the basis of natural extracts 
Isolated	organ	specific	peptides	act	selectively	on	different	cells	of	organs	and	tissues,	nor-
malize metabolism in these cells and thus regulate the functions of corresponding organs

The peptide bioregulators are recommended to enhance health, vital resource and 
life quality

CYTOMAXES

VENTFORT®

vessels
VLADONIX®

thymus
SVETINORM®

liver
SUPREFORT®

pancreas
ENDOLUTEN®

pineal gland

SIGUMIR®

cartilage 
and bone

CERLUTEN®

brain
STAMACORT®

stomach
VISOLUTEN®

eyes
 CHITOMUR®

urinary 
bladder

PIELOTAX®

kidney
TESTOLUTEN®

testis
CHELOHART®

heart
LIBIDON®

prostate
ZHENOLUTEN®

ovaries

GOTRATIX®

muscle
BONOMARLOT®

bone 
marrow

GLANDOKORT®

adrenal 
gland 

TAXOREST®

bronchi
BONOTHYRK®

parathyroid 
gland



COMPLIMENT
Cosmetic line

COMPLIMENT Regenerative
Contains physiologically active complex of 
thymus peptide, stimulate processes of  tissue  
regeneration		and	synthesis	of	tissue	specific	
proteins, facilitate skin cells renewal, produce 
anti-oxidant, immunity stimulating and anti-stress 
effect.

COMPLIMENT Reinforcing
Contains physiologically active complex of 
cartilage peptides, regulate  metabolic process-
es in the connective tissue, reinforce collagen 
structure	of	the	skin	elastic	fibers	and	enhance	
its turgor.

COMPLIMENT
Cosmetic line

COMPLIMENT Reinforcing
Contains physiologically active complex of ves-
sels peptides, regulate metabolic processes in 
a vessel wall, restore disturbed microcirculation 
in the skin, reinforce and regulate permeability 
of skin vascular walls, improve skin turgor.

COMPLIMENT Reinforcing
Contains physiologically active complex of 
pineal peptides, normalize processes of lipid 
peroxide oxidation in skin cells, facilitate elimi-
nation of negative effects of environmental and 
internal factors on the skin, produce anti-stress 
effect



•	THYMUS PEPTIDES stimulate processes of  tissue  regeneration  and 
synthesis	of	tissue	specific	proteins	,	facilitate	skin	cells	renewal,	produce	
anti-oxidant, immunity stimulating and anti-stress effect.

•	CARTILAGE PEPTIDES regulate metabolic processes in the connective 
tissue,	reinforce	collagen	structure	of	the	skin	elastic	fibers	and	enhance	its	
turgor.

•	VESSELS PEPTIDES regulate metabolic processes in a vessel wall, 
restore disturbed microcirculation in the skin, reinforce and regulate 
permeability of skin vascular walls, improve skin turgor.

•	PINEAL PEPTIDES normalize processes of lipid peroxide oxidation in 
skin cells, facilitate elimi nation of negative effects of environmental and 
internal factors on the skin, produce anti-stress effect.

•	BIOACTIVE COMPLEX NEOVITIN®  — a complex of active 
components isolated by biotechnologically original method from the cells of 
ginseng	biomass.	Highly	effective	antioxidant.	Produces	anti-inflammatory	
and vitamin enriching impact, reinforces vascular walls, normalizes lipid and 
protein metabolism, optimizes the content of micro- and macro elements. 
Facilitates prevention of pre-mature skin ageing and protection from 
oxidative stress.

Contains 

a unique 

physiologiCally 

aCtive Complex 

of peptides 

and an extraCt 

of ginseng

•	 Inhibits skin ageing

•	 Activates skin vitality 
and youth 

•	 Eliminates negative 
effects of environmental 
factors on the skin

•	 Provides enhanced 
nourishment of skin cells

•	 Exerts a pronounced 
anti-inflammatory	effect	

•	 Improves skin elasticity 
and enhances face 
contours

•	 Improves skin vigor C
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“GARMONIA” Ltd.
1, Kropotkin Str., office 315

197101, Saint Petersburg, Russia
e-mail: ibg@gerontology.ru

Phone/fax: +7(812)2351832


